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FOR CONFLICT IN UKRAINE DIPLOMACY IS BETTER THAN WAR FOR REACHING
PEACE
NORMANDY FORMAT FOLLOWING STEP

Paris, Washington DC, 10.04.2015, 16:39 Time

USPA NEWS - Since the "Normandy Format" process, negotiations encourage appeasement rather than additional sanctions on
Ukraine's conflict. Francois Hollande and Angela Merkel have intensified efforts through their consultations with Barack Obama,
ending a long but surely towards lasting peace in Ukraine

NORMANDY "MODEL" OR "FORMAT", TO BE CONTINUED IN THE PEACE PROCESS IN UKRAINE----------------
During the French-German summit, which took place on March 31 in Berlin, Francois Hollande, President of the French Republic and
the German Chancellor Angela Merkel spoke clearly again the conflict in Ukraine.------------------------------------
"In recent months, the Federal Chancellor and the President of the Republic and the foreign ministers of the two governments have
further intensified the Franco-German cooperation in foreign policy, especially at the attitude of Russia in Ukraine. The two sides will
continue their close cooperation to achieve a lasting peaceful resolution of the crisis in Ukraine". According to "Elysée
Palace".-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
In order terms, we understand that diplomacy (In this particular case) is the best weapon to achieve the Russian-Ukrainian conflict,
encouraging rather towards the implementation of measures already "negotiated and signed" at the Minsk agreements, and that if
close to the purpose it is not necessary to put oil on the fire, if the goal is "cease fire". A good lesson in diplomacy for the use in a
concerted manner (in much smaller committee of the "Normandy Format", which if it were to agree the 28 countries of the European
Union), and measured the height the efforts of both sides involved.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
It is a wise decision, if skillfully conducted either side of military armaments, might suit the will of those who say they want peace and
as the current situation is as fragile as complex.-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
During the summit "France-Italy", with the visit of Matteo Renzi, Italian Prime Minister, at the "Elysee Palace" (24 February), a new
discussion has been raised about Ukraine conflict. Indeed, French President Francois Hollande, recalled the measures of the
agreement of February 12, according to "Normandy Format ". ---------------------------------------------------------(See Article
http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-2374/diplomatic-sunny-sunday-hot-line.html)--------------------------------------------------------
Based on the findings of this mini-summit Franco Italian, "The supervision mechanism of this agreement will play an important role.
They call on the parties to implement rigorously this entire package of measures. It is essential to promote de-escalation on the ground
and a process of normalization and national reconciliation. "-----------------------------------------------------------------
President Hollande, was then recalled that "this overall agreement is to be implemented in a coordinated manner by the parties."
A future article will be published for clarification as to new and advanced diplomatic applications both from the European side and
across the Atlantic. To be continued ...---------------------------------See article Minsk (ttp://www.uspa24.com/bericht-3361/breaks-of-ceas
e-fire-in-ukrainia-despite-the-measures-of-peace-
agreed.html)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------See Article Ukraine
(http://www.newsrama.uspa24.com/bericht-2402/questions-to-the-french-president-francois-hollande.html) For more information see
www.elysee.fr--------------------------------------------------------------
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